
A REMARK ON FULLY NONLINEAR, CONCAVE ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 

Fried;nar 8ch:uLz 

0" INTRODUCTION AND STATD,1ENT OF THE RESULT 

In this note we shall be concerned with fully nonlinear ellip-tic 

equations of second order of thE' form 

(1) F g(x) 

fo:rc sol1xtions u (x) E {Q) , defined in an open subset Q of JRn {n ;;;: 2) " 

g E (rl) , with denoting ·the space of 

symmetric n><:n matrices r = We shall impose the following 

assumptions: 

(i) F is uniformly ellip·tic for u !! tha·t there exist. positive 

constants ),,A such 'chat 

for all I; .E JRn 

(ii) F is a concave func·tion on some convex set containing the range 

of , so that 

for all 

(iii) In addition 

for some constants K,M . 
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We can now state the'result as 

THEOREI'ii. For any Q• cc Q , the Holder estimate 

[ 2 l < c D u n, 
ap~ 

holds, where a depends only on n , A ·' 11. • K , ]\IJ , and c depends also 

on dist: m" '()Q) 

These estimates have been established by Evans [2] and Krylov [7]. 

They are included in Gilbarg and Trudinger [4] as Theorem 17.14 for 

equations of the general form 

(2) . 2 ) F(X,u,Du,D u 0 • 

The proof has been simplified by Trudinger [8] ,[9]; the main ingredients 

here are a >~Teak Harna.ck inequality for non-divergence equa'cions essentially 

due ·to Krylov and Safonov (see [8]), and a result from matrix theory of 

Motzkin a.nd Wasow. 

The purpose of 'che present note is to illustrai:e a somewha·t different 

approe>.ch" The main result is that the a priori es·tima·tes can be proved 

directly without invoking· the non-const.ruc'cive lemma of Motzkinand 1tlasmJ. 

At, the IVIiniconference on Nonlinear 1'1.na.lysis v1e used Green~ s function 

techniques, developed by Hildebrandt and Hid.man, w·hich incorpora·te a 

Giaquinta and Guist:i-type lemma (see e.g. [3],[5],[6]). However, by 

employing divergence ·techniques, the Holder es·tima.tes also depend on bounds 

for ·the second deriva·tives of F . In order to include the BeZ,lman 

equation, ;,ve prefer i:o present ·the ideas in 'che context of non-divergence 

me·thods, close to •rrudinger 's approach. Our approc:wh has al.so been inspired 

by Caffarelli' s work [ l] . l'le finally mention 'che other important e:~<:ample, 

namely the Monge~Arrrper•e eqzn.tion, vThich can be ·treated in a possibly more 

satisfactory manner via Green's function techniques. This, and also the 

general case (2), will be developed in a forthcoming paper. 
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1. PROOF OF THE THEORE!vJ 

Le·t y E 1Rn be a directional vector. By differen-tiating (l) twice 

with respect to y , \.Ye ob·tain 

so that 

F D, ,D 1.2 + F 
lJ yy 

by the concavity of F • J_,et = B 
2R 

The weak 

Harnack inequali·ty [4], 'rheorem 9.22, will be applied 'co M - D u 
y' 2Fi yy 

where 

to yield 

(3) (f BR (My' 2R -

M 
y,R 

1/p 
p dx) ~ ch1 - i:4 

y,2R y,R 

where p and C are positive constants depending only on n , A/'A • Here 

Denote by ek (k l, ..• ,n) the standard unit vectors in IR and let 

r k,Q, l, .•• ,n,kcf.Q,}. 
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0 n S UJ.Ttming ( 3) OV61:" y E r u ~le obtain the foll0\'\7ing-

LEI'-11'"'1\ L Thel'e 

depending on 

(4) 

ex·l.sts a 

l1 , A/A 

sup(D u -yy 

v -o 

, K 

hold any 'f E f Here 

obviously~ 

;, 

I'Y (R) 

c 

" 
and 

(R) 

and ·there is a constant c > 

M 
' 

.fo-:t~ uJhich the inequaUties 

? < c{w(2R) - w(R) + a-} 

•'r: 
Cw (R) 

osc D u yy 

{w(2R) - w(R) + R2} . 

0 

t--Je proc:eed to derive {4) for all unit: vectors y E Pirst. note 

that 

(5) l' f j ID u -yy 

for y E f . Hence \'le have, for i,j 

[D. ,U - D. ,U 
lJ lJ 

* Cvl (R) 

1/p .r"' i~ 
~. Cw (R) f 

and the inequality (5) holds therefore for all unit vect.ors y c: JRn. The 

applica'cion of ·the local maximum principle [4], Theorem 9.20, to. 

LE~1MA 2. The inequalities 

sup 
B 

R/2 

(D u ~ yy 

hold for aU di1'ections 

* < Cw (R) 

n 
y E JR • 
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Now we can prove 

LEMMA, 3. 

Proof. 

There exist n orthogonaL directions y 1 , ... 

* osc ·u ,;:; cw (R) 

Using the concavi·ty of F 1 

,;;p 
r .. 

:t] 

see 'chat 

such that 

for x E Hence diagonalh:ing [F 
r .. 

) ] , Le., ,,,rit:ing 

it follows that 

g(x) - g 

where il" <> .. 

n 
,;:; ~ 

k=l 

:t~ J 

Thusv for 9.- = l~"~ .. ,n {I 

U(?t)) ,;:; ~ 

kr'Jl, 

* ,;:; Cw (R) , 

u(:~) ~ 

u 

and the statement of the lemma follows. 

On combining Lemmata 2 and 3, we obtain the inequality 

"' w(R/2) ,;:; Cw (R) C{W(2R) - w(R) + a 2} , 

and therefore 

w(R/2) ~ ow(2R) + CR2 , 

l ' 

+ g - g(x) 

where 0 < 8 < l • The theorem can now be deduced from the calculus lemma 

8.23 of [4]. 
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